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calcium release." Integrated in this way are permeability, contraction, con-
duction, the action potential, mitosis, shock; the effects of ions, anesthetics,
other drugs, and radiation are also explained in terms of protoplasmic
clotting. An extensive bibliography-including many references to the work
of the author and his students-is marshalled both to fortify his own theory
and to present and examine others.
J. P. G.
THE MIND AND THE EYE. By Agnes Arber. New York, Cambridge
University Press, 1954. xi + 146 pp. $3.00.
"Natural science, though beginning with material phenomenon, is trans-
formed, finally, into natural philosophy. It is to this synthetic discipline that
biology, in its autonomous aspect, belongs; its function is fulfilled when it
offers its mite towards the ultimate fusion of metaphysical and scientific
thinking." It is towards a justification of this conclusion that the author
addresses herself in this volume. Beginning with a detailed consideration of
the basic steps in biological research, she subsequently proceeds with an
analysis of the bases of biological thought and their place in an over-all
system of knowledge.
Mrs. Arber's choice of problem selection, accumulation of relevant data,
interpretation, proof, communication of conclusions, and the final synthesis
as the six basic steps will perturb no one. It is certain, however, that her
penetrating analysis of these processes will come as something of a shock to
thosebiologists-technicians might be a more appropriate term-accustomed
to the assumption that the rigid tenets of pure logic are wholly applicable
to biology. While true for its physio-chemical aspects, biology otherwise has
more of the quality of a creative art. The r6le which intuition plays must be
recognized. This is underscored by Einstein's opinion that our belief "that
the regulations valid for the world of existence are rational is a faith
springing from the sphere of religion."
This creative element in biology is further keynoted by the "underlying
bias towards a belief in the Uniformity of Nature and hence in the unity of
all things."
The thorough documentation and ample number of references cited on
behalf of her work make it of particular value to scientists embarking on
philosophical studies. There is indeed a relation between the seeing eye and
the thinking mind, and this elucidation of that relation is an especially
noteworthy one.
P. K.
THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF THE NUCLEIC ACIDS. By J. N. Davidson. 2d ed.
New York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1954. viii + 200 pp. $2.25.
The appearance of the 2d edition of this lucidly written little volume is
necessitated by the rapid rate of progress in the nucleic acid field. As in the
first edition, Professor Davidson has been able to weave the factual content
549